Enterprise DNA
On-Demand
License
Empowering the most valuable Power BI users
to expand their analytical thinking and insight
generation possibilities
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INTRODUCTION

“At Enterprise DNA we have a vision to impact all users of
Power BI around the world. Not only do we look to educate
users on Power BI tips and techniques, we endeavour to
create the most valuable users of this fantastic analytical tool.
We know and understand well how much of an impact Power
BI can have within any organisation, so we feel it essential to
educate members with a practical and high-level mindset
that can produce valuable insights that make a difference.
It is with this practical and real-world context that we enable
users of Power BI to develop strong analytical skills across a
variety of data scenarios.
At Enterprise DNA On-Demand platform we have the most
comprehensive content, resources, support and community
around Power BI anywhere in the world.
Everything within on-demand has been brought
together to enable any user of Power BI to go from a beginner
or intermediate level up to an advanced aptitude very quickly.
Where required there is technical and theoretical depth to
the material but at the same time always a very practical
weighting to any training or discussion, enabling the effective
use of Power BI within an organization or specific business
function.
This document details all of the offerings included with
Enterprise DNA On-Demand. I highly recommend reviewing
this in detail so that you can make a sound decision if this
subscription suits your learning requirements.
I look forward to welcoming you into the community.”
—Sam McKay, CFA – Founder, Enterprise DNA

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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WHAT IS ON-DEMAND?
With on-demand license gain access to an unmatched offering of; on-demand training,
extensive resources, virtual support, exclusive event invitations and so much more.
All dedicated to developing the most valuable Power BI users around the world.

Over 45 Power BI &
Analytics Courses

Join in Real World
Challenges & Get
Certified

Power BI Showcase &
Resource Downloads

Get Support and
Assistance for your
Projects

Access to Enterprise
DNA Analyst Hub

Join the World's #1
Power BI Community

Download Reports
and Design Templates

Gain Access to
Member-only Event

Join an expert grouping of Analysts, Excel Users, Database Professionals and Data Enthusiasts
who are mastering Power BI through comprehensive on-demand training, resources and
support via an Enterprise DNA On-Demand.

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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WHO IS ON-DEMAND FOR?
On-Demand has been created to empower individuals, teams and organisations to
master Power BI development.

Individuals
Increase your personal value. Become
the go-to analytical resource. Wow
data consumers with compelling
reports and insights.

Teams
Create a collaborative team of data
professionals. Utilise Power BI effectively for
maximum impact. Increase speed to
insights.

Organisations
Develop a data culture. Discover valuable
insights in record time. Build teams of
data focused analysts. Certify data
professionals.

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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STRUCTURED ON-DEMAND
TRAINING COURSES
Beginner, intermediate and advanced Power BI training.
On-demand modules access anytime, on any device.
Learn unique analytical concepts & development techniques.
Expand your analytical thinking capabilities with real-world examples.
Proprietary Curriculum Builder learning model designs individualized
course program.
New skill-building modules are available at each level weekly.

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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Check Out Upcoming Courses To Launch Soon

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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EXTENSIVE RESOURCE DOWNLOADS
Learn by seeing how it’s done with an unmatched resource offering. Review pre-built
advanced models and use demo datasets for practice. Copy visualization ideas from well
constructed reporting applications

Power BI Showcase Downloads
We have over 100 detailed Power BI models and
reports across a range of different scenarios.
Resources made available to inspire analytical
thinking and development possibilities
Learn how high quality Power BI models and
reports are developed
Review what it takes to create compelling reports
and visualizations
Master analytical work in Power BI across a wide
range of data scenarios
Learn how to combine multiple key functionality
in Power BI
Learn how to use Power BI to solve real-world
Discover All Showcases

analytical challenges

Power BI Challenge Showcase
19 detailed Power BI models and reports across a range
of different scenarios
Access each Power BI desktop (PBIX) file from every
Power BI Challenge submission
Learn - how to use Power BI to solve real-world analytical
challenges

Demo Data For Practice
Over 75 demo data sets across a range of different
scenarios
Review comprehensive Power BI showcase models and
reports available for download
Review - what it takes to create compelling reports and
visualizations

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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Ultimate Power BI Resource Collection
Over 400 comprehensive Power BI resources for
productivity
Comprehensive on-demand collection that is a product
of our years of Power BI expertise
Immerse yourself with best practices and strategies as
on accessible ready-for-use materials

Ultimate Power BI Deployment Resources
Over 4 comprehensive resources for Power BI
development and deployment
Discover best practices in deploying Power BI in a team
Create - a Power BI implementation planner and timeline
Implement - a checklist of Power BI deployment

External Power Tools
Speed up your report development with our External
Power BI Tools
Quick Measures Pro
Power Sort Pro
Metadata Mechanic

The Analytic Mind Podcast
Collection of relevant and insightful first-hand
information shared by data leaders
Emphasize the importance of building data culture
within your organization
Discover data analytics background of every data leader

Questions & Answers
Interact with Enterprise DNA Experts on our friendly user
Forum to help quickly solve your Power BI problems.
Receive detailed, individualized feedback from
Enterprise DNA Founder and CEO, Sam McKay, and
other experts

Check Out Our Power BI Learning Resources

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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WEBINAR REPLAYS AND DOWNLOADS
All virtual event replays and associated resources. Recordings and historic resources only
made available to members.

Webinar Series Resources
Learn many different analytical techniques
Build quality solutions with Power BI
Create automated reporting solutions fast
Develop practical reports that add value to
decision making
Master beginner to advanced techniques
across Power BI

Learning Summit Series
Unique focus on how anyone can build and
develop analytical solutions with Power BI
Thousands attend these events live to
watch and learn from a real-time demo
This workshop module contains every
recording and resource from all Learning
Summit sessions

Enterprise Analytics Summit
Brings together an international speaking
line up of analytics thought leaders
Thousands attend these events live to
watch and learn from a real-time demo
This workshop module contains every
recording and resource from all Learning
Summit sessions

Reporting & Data Visualization Summit
Presented by Power BI, Power Platform & Data
Visualization Experts from all around the world.
Thousands attend these events live to watch
and learn from a real-time demo
This workshop module contains every
recording and resource from all Learning
Summit sessions

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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PREMIUM EVENT INVITATIONS
Exclusive virtual training events for Enterprise DNA subscribers only.

Invites To Premium
Training Events

Check Out The Latest Enterprise
DNA Events On Our Website

Exclusive virtual training events
only for Enterprise DNA
subscribers.
Learn via the 'scenario method', a
unique way to learn advanced
methods.
Get customized demos and all
the latest details and updates.
Join a casual conversation with
Sam and other experts to discuss
Power BI, Enterprise DNA, and
other data-related topics.

Architecting Power BI
Learn from two of the global experts on this
topic, Sam McKay and Brian Julius
Learn about your data architecture
considerations and potential challenges
Build continuity and scale into your
implementation

Power Platform Innovation Labs
Premium workshops
Learn how to build scalable Power Platform
solutions to implement robust business
processes from the world's global experts.
Explore new ways of working with Power BI
& Power Platform

Register For Upcoming Workshops & Events Here

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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MINI SERIES MODULES
All mini series tutorials and resources from Enterprise DNA TV. Every video tutorial indexed
and easy to find and review on-demand. Over 270 unique video tutorials covering nearly
every analysis technique you can think of!

Power BI Accelerator

Intro To The Analyst Hub

eDNA Community Events

An active problem-solving exercise
designed by Enterprise DNA Experts
for Power BI beginners to accelerate
their Power BI learning

We want to provide the users with a
detailed guide on how the Analyst Hub
works and can be integrated to Power
BI development.

Learn about all new Enterprise DNA
initiatives. Get customized demos and
all the latest details and updates

Best Practices & Features

DAX Formula Deep Dives

Budgeting & Forecasting

Master best practices and beginner
tips for Power BI. Review key features
and functionality for high quality
reporting

Master key DAX formula concepts and
techniques by learning from analysis
examples of real-world data scenarios

Master a variety of budgeting &
forecasting analysis in Power BI using
best practice tips and techniques
around formulas and visuals

Time Intelligence Calculations

Unique Analytical Scenarios

Advanced DAX Combinations

Learn in-depth the many time related
calculation possibilities available to use
within Power BI

Solve unique analytical problems faced
within many business functions,
industries and data scenarios.

Learn how to combine important DAX
functions to find complex and valuable
data insights that make a difference

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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Business Analytics Series

Scenario Analysis Series

Data Visualization Tips

Solve real-world business problems
using best practice Power BI model
and formula concepts

Master a diverse range of tips and
techniques for scenario analysis and
'what if' analytical work in Power BI

Advanced visualization tips and tricks
for Power BI to make compelling
analysis stand out

Showcase Examples In-Depth

Power Query Series

Power Platform

Detailing advanced Power BI reporting
solutions to inspire future
development across a range of data
scenarios

Develop best practices in connecting,
combining and refining data sources
to effectively provide automated and
high-quality data for reporting and
analysis.

Dive into two of Microsoft's latest
technologies that allow inter-operation
between applications for easy
manipulation, analysis and automation
of data

FUNCTIONAL &
INDUSTRY LAB

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand

Gain a deeper understanding of Power BI and other tools through our
labs courses that focuses on delivering analytical techniques using data
that are relevant to specific business functions and industry.

Check Out Upcoming Courses
To Launch Soon
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THE ULTIMATE COMMUNITY
Provide a haven and community for 24/7 support, answers, and collaboration.
Get support for your Power BI projects and development work.

User Support Forum
Interact with Enterprise DNA Experts on
our friendly user Forum to help quickly
solve your Power BI problems
Review a deep depository of Power BI
questions and answers
Learn from others in the Enterprise DNA
community
Ask questions on training and other
published content from Enterprise DNA
Need Help With Your Current
Power BI Projects?

SKILL-BUILDING EXERCISES
Enterprise DNA Challenges
Participate in our monthly Data Challenges, and
receive detailed, individualized feedback from
Enterprise DNA Founder and CEO, Sam McKay,
and other experts.

Enterprise DNA Accelerator
Engage in entertaining weekly skill-building
exercises, developed and led by Enterprise DNA
Experts, to equip you with essential tools and
techniques.

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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ENTERPRISE DNA'S ANALYST HUB
A web-based application
built completely for Power
BI users.
Manage internal Power BI projects
effectively with complete visibility
of analytics development cycle
Improving the speed and
effectiveness of Power BI
development work within
organizations by a factor of 3x
A community-based app that

Check Out The Membership Portal

brings tips and techniques
together for all users to benefit.

Explore
Our Analyst Hub

Learn More About Analyst Hub

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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THE ON-DEMAND PLATFORM

Access All The Apps
You Need From One
On-Demand Platform
Empower better decisions,
increase organizational
effectiveness, become the most
valued resource in your
environment.
CHECK OUT THE MEMBERSHIP PORTAL

Check Out The Membership Portal

Check Out The On-Demand Platfom

LEARNING PLAN BUILDER

Our Unique,
Individualized Approach
To Gaining Expertise
Proprietary Learning Plan Builder
designs individualized course
program, sequence and schedule

Customize Your Power BI Education

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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COURSE COMPLETION CERTIFICATES
NOW AVAILABLE
The Enterprise DNA Team has been working
hard to deliver a brand-new certificate offering
for those working through our education
content at Enterprise DNA On-Demand.
These course completion certificates can
be issued and obtained on any course
module that’s been created, including the
free ultimate beginner guide courses that
we make available on the platform. Also
included are the more intermediate to
advanced courses accessed individually or
through our on-demand offering.

This is a significant upgrade to what we’re doing and offering at Enterprise DNA On-Demand.
Our team has implemented it across every single course module. It enables anyone who has
enrolled in the platform and is utilising the content provided by Enterprise DNA an opportunity
to showcase the high-quality education they are pursuing.

ENTERPRISE DNA CERTIFICATION
Showcase Your Abilities
To The World
The gold standard in analytical
certification for Power BI users
Promote your advanced abilities in Power
BI to key stakeholders
Power BI certification 100% focused on
practical and advanced analytics
Place on your CV, market your abilities,
upskill teams within organisations

Explore Enterprise DNA Certification
Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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SUMMARY OF EVERYTHING
INCLUDED WITH ON-DEMAND

Detailed On-demand
Courses

Extensive Resource
Packages

On-demand modules access
anytime, on any device.
Learn unique analytical
concepts & development
techniques. Taking users
from beginner to super user
level with Power BI.

Invitations to Premium
Training Events

Learn by seeing how it's
done. Review extensive
Power BI resources,
including over 100
completed models, >300
individual file downloads
and more than 75 demo
data sets to practice.

Customized
Learning Map

On-demand modules access
Receive invitations to
anytime, on any device.
subscriber-only training
Learn unique analytical
events. Improve your
concepts & development
analytical thinking on top of
techniques. Taking users
your Power BI skills. No other
from beginner to super user
virtual training like it
level with Power BI.
anywhere.

Enterprise DNA
Support Forum Access

Access to Enterprise
DNA Analyst Hub

Learn from other subscribers.
Interact with Enterprise DNA
Experts on our friendly user
Forum. Subscribers can ask
anything about Power BI or
around the courses and we
will look to find a
solution for you.

Manage internal Power BI
projects effectively with
complete visibility of
analytics development
cycle. Improve the
effectiveness of Power BI
development work.

Join in Real-world
Challenges

Power BI
Accelerator

Participate in our monthly
Data Challenges, and
receive detailed,
individualized feedback
from Enterprise DNA
Founder and CEO, Sam
McKay, and other experts.

Engage in entertaining
weekly Skill-building
exercises, developed and led
by Enterprise DNA
Experts,to equip you with
essential tools and
techniques

Download reports &
design templates

Gain an Enterprise
DNA Certification

Get support for
your projects

Access All The Apps
You Need

We have Over 400 detailed
Power BI model and report
downloads across a range
of different scenarios.
Take advantage of our
comprehensive Power BI
strategy and deployment
resources.

Showcase Your Abilities To
The World. Power BI
certification 100% focused
on practical and advanced
analytics. Place on your CV,
market your abilities,
upskill teams within
organizations.

Review detailed answers for
a variety of Power BI
questions. Get support for
your development projects.
Ask questions on course
and training content. Learn
from other members.

Dedicated to developing the
most valuable Power BI
users around the world.
Empower better decisions,
increase organizational
effectiveness, become the
most valued resource in
your environment.

Purchase An Enterprise DNA On-Demand Subscriptio Online

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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ABOUT ENTERPRISE DNA
Our Goal
"Our goal is to teach others that you
have almost unlimited analytical
power when harnessing all the
features in Power BI. Come join us on
this journey to rid the world of terrible
reporting, instead produce amazing
insights that actually create value for
your organisations and yourselves.

Click Here To Explore

Trusted by individuals and organizations
all around the world

8,000

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand

Our Experts
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TESTIMONIALS
Enterprise DNA is empowering thousands of Power BI users. Connect and become
part of the analytical movement we’re creating. Check out the testimonial wall to see
how others feel about on-demand!

"Its a great portal, I have not
seen compilation of so many
resources at one place. There is
practically everything that
anyone would need in their
Power BI journey."

"This course was a fantastic
introduction to Power BI. Easy
to understand and follow along
using the supplied resources.
Looking forward to doing the
next Enterprise DNA course."

— Paul

— Barry Moore

"The information contained in
the course was so well
organized and articulated!
Though I've been using Power
BI for over a year now, I was
able to learn why my data
models weren't working in the
most efficient way and can now
go back with a far better
knowledge base!"

"Happy to be part of this
growing community, especially
like the forum were you can
ask/support questions that are
in your industry domain and
possibly also get some great
insights from other fields."

— Joy Medvecky
"I start from the free course. In
my experience using Enterprise
DNA learning platform is
amazing but still simple to
follow and to understand. I saw
some advanced course title and
other feature list in this
platform. It make me so excited
to get into each one and get
the knowledge and make me
more valuable in this realm of
Business Intelligent."
— Ronny Sadam Husen
"The Enterprise DNA Team's
passion for data analytics and
empowering others to use
Power BI as a valuable resource
is infectious and really gets me
excited to keep building my
knowledge of Power BI. The
course structure was very
logical and the videos were
very informative while getting
right to the point. Sam and his
team are building a great
resource online for Power BI
users of all skill levels."
— Ryan

"Best place to be in for
anything in Power BI. The best
thing what I like is the
community, approach,
trainings and contents. Just the
gold standard in Power BI
content."
— Apurba Kumar Acharya

— Kristian Thelin
"Prior to taking this course,
visualization of report has
always been a great challenge
to me. The course has greatly
helped in improving my choice
of visuals and aesthetics. I will
love to take more Power BI
courses with the firm."
— Sodiq Yusuff
"After finding Enterprise DNA
on YouTube it was immediately
clear that this is the go to place
for everyone interested in
improving his/her skills for
Power BI reporting. Only did
the beginner's guide so far but
already convinced to sign up
for the subscription."
— Christophe
"I have heard from various
sources that Enterprise DNA is
the best online resource where
one can learn in depth about
Power BI and associated tools. I
can now confirm that it is 100%
my experience that this is the
case. Enterprise DNA is TOPS."
— Johan Swan

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand

"I cannot speak more highly of
my personal Enterprise DNA
On-demand experience. For a
beginner like me, courses are
easily understood and knowing
all this wealth of information is
available to me - well worth the
price of admission! Thank you."
— Richard Freeman
"Enterprise DNA is a great way
to get started in Power BI as an
Excel user. It has opened my
eyes to the speed at which
comprehensive reports can be
created compared to excel
which would take hours. I am
excited at my inception in the
BI world and looking forward to
significant growth in this
business segment, and I hope
to fully utilize Enterprise DNA
continue along this path."
— George Ayee
"I am extremely happy to have
purchased the Enterprise DNA
On-Demand. Your contents are
very clear, to the point and so
much valuable. Thanks again
for your hard work and making
Power BI look easy."
— Serge Bossogueno

"It was a great experience
where I have learned new ways
to do my reports in a faster and
more organized manner, the
good thing is that I have seen
the results in my work because
I have been congratulated.
Thank you very much."
— Juan Carlos Díaz Bonilla
"I had a great experience going
through this training. The
videos were well organized and
easy to understand. My
excitement to learn was
sustained all through and I was
always eager to continue to the
next model. I am glad I took
this course as it has better
opened my eyes to the endless
possibilities of Power BI."
— Olaoluwa Tade
"I like the direct dive into the
subject matter and leaving out
ambiguities. I look forward to
improving my knowledge and
experience through further
training on the platform. Thank
you for the resources and
opportunity."
— Kehinde Olubamise
"The experience was really
good. I have tried learning
Power BI multiple times but
the courses failed to keep me
engaged throughout at the
same time remembering the
concepts. This is like picture is
printed on my brain and not
easy to forget which makes this
as an outstanding course."
— Priyanka Pandey
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"An amazing course, increased
my insights onto how much it
can be achieved by properly
using Power BI and how
important Data visualization is,
it just takes the reporting
convention to the next level."
— Ali Saeed
"So far, my experience has been
great. Enterprise DNA does a
great job at consolidating the
beginners learning curve into
one comprehensive course that
inspires you to continue
learning rather than
intimidate."
— Ken Garrett
"The level of detail that is
provided, its more than just a
place where you can come
'recycle' someone else's
material, everything is
explained clearly and can
visualize exactly how things are
being calculated."
— Louis Shakespeare
"I realize that we always are
going to learn every day in this
career and after I take this
course I become open mind
and not to lock me down in one
way on how to create apps
always we found better
solutions. Thanks to Enterprise
DNA. I become better and I
know I will give the best of me.
Thanks again."
— Rey J Hernandez
"Introduced a whole new
career. In two weeks it
propelled me to catch up to the
rest of the team who had been
working with Power BI for a
much longer period of time. In
life there is always a dark wall
with a brighter and happier on
the other side that goes well
beyond the average
experience. Power BI was my
candle to get through that dark
wall to other side."
— Dennis Ybarra
"Very good course to get you to
understand Power BI
capabilities. It leaves you with a
feeling that you want to learn
more and to start using what
you've learned straight away."

"I have heard from various
sources that Enterprise DNA is
the best online resource where
one can learn in depth about
Power BI and associated tools. I
can now confirm that it is 100%
my experience that this is the
case. Enterprise DNA is TOPS."
— Johan Swan
"So glad that Enterprise DNA
covering the full range of
possibilities and expanding the
box of what can be achieved
and used within Power BI and
not just limiting to the stuff out
of the box."
— Richard Draper
"Excellent and well structured
courses. Explained to the
smallest detail so that a
beginner can follow and
replicate easily."
— Rackson
"Overall I found the Ultimate
Beginners Guide to Power BI to
be very insightful. I went from
having limited knowledge
about Power BI to creating a
full report with my own real
data."
— Nathan Silverman

"I really enjoyed getting to
know Enterprise DNA's work.
With a few simple steps Sam
McKay shows you beyond the
basics, how we will actually find
in our day-to-day work. I'm
already reserving other
materials to continue studying
and building a future with the
knowledge transmitted by
Enterprise DNA as a guide!"
— Welinton dos Reis
Gonçalves
"There is an abundance of
information to help you get
started with Power BI. I look
forward to viewing your videos.
Also, the community is a great
feature to connect with people
who are just starting out or
experts to help you navigate
your way through Power BI."
— Alicia Bucci

— Galina Bodrenkova

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand

"There is so much information
and support available. Has
boosted my confidence and
understanding of Power BI and
I am amazed at the amount of
free resources and courses
available, this is truly the
ultimate beginners guide and
website to start a career in
Analytics and Insights. I am so
blessed to have found
Enterprise DNA when I did, I
was at a crossroad career wise
but this course has given me
the confidence to make a
choice."
— Esmina Emdin
"I have really enjoyed the
course, it has given me great
insights into utilizing Power BI
and how to make reports more
meaningful. I have gained
some really great tips and tricks
on Power BI that has now given
me the hunger to want to learn
more."
— Stephanie Wernham
"It is the best source of
knowledge to develop skills in
Power BI. All videos,
explanations and examples are
very well developed and
explained. I've learned so much
from this site that it helped me
progressing in my career.
Thank you!"
— Federico Gonzalez
"This is one of the best
introductory courses which not
only teaches the basics but also
touches upon the advanced
concepts in very easy way.
Would recommended for
anyone who is starting to learn
Power BI as a fresher and also
as an intermediate to learn best
practices."
— Rahul
"The course was a very easy-tofollow introduction to DAX. I
enjoyed following it and
practicing the measures myself
which has helped broadening
my understanding of certain
measures and the DAX
language as a whole."
— Joachim Nilsen

"Out of all course on the
internet, I believe Enterprise
DNA has to be the best. With a
subscription there is so much
knowledge you can gain. Also
as the company is growing I
believe this will be my only
place I would need to go for all
data analysis learning."
— Daniel Lee John
"Would absolutely recommend
anybody working with Power
BI to look into this resource. As
someone that's used Power BI
for around 4 years now, I've
picked up a lot of 'bad habits'
that I've now removed - making
my work cleaner and also more
transferable . These courses
have also introduced me to
thinking forward when building
- using DAX over Quick
Measures for example means
you have a full understanding
and auditability on what you're
actually doing with the data.
Something I was always
confident with in Excel but
Power BI felt a bit 'black box'."
— Mark Forster
"This course has provided a very
pleasant experience for
understanding Power BI. I have
gained a new perspective on
how to view data. I am an
advanced Excel formula user
and frequently create new
columns of data. Now I am
learning to view the fact table
and create tables that allow me
to visualize the data
differently."
— April Zacher
"The Enterprise DNA Online
experience is terrific. It is my
go-to resource for real-life
business cases that I can use to
expand my capabilities in
Power BI and create actionable
insights."
— Stephanie Dean
"My Enterprise DNA Ondemand platform Experience
was wonderful. It's a great
platform where you can
customize and visualize data
according to my preferences.
It's a versatile platform."
— Thabo Ndaba
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"Enterprise DNA empowers
analysts and teams to raise
their standard of reporting and
analysis from basic to high
value through our customized
learning pathways, skills
assessment tools,
comprehensive resources, wellstructured online training, and
support community."

"Very useful resources
repository. So far I have only
used the free available
resources, as currently I am
jobless and cant afford to pay,
but these courses and
resources has been a
tremendous help to bring me
from a novice to intermediate
level."

— Helena Mokoena

— Sajjad Haider Syed

"I have completed the UBG to
Power BI and I must confess
that this has been the most
easiest e-learning platform. The
lectures has been very
insightful, although I learned
Power BI from other platforms
before, but the knowledge
gained from Sam surpasses all I
thought I knew. The support
from community has been
amazing."

"For those who are interested
to know the basics of Power BI,
this should be the right venue
for you. The free courses is very
helpful and very informative.
After the course, you can create
your own dashboards. I highly
recommend."

— Michael Ekere
"My online experience with
Enterprise DNA is nothing short
of amazing. The lecturer took
his time to explain the various
concepts in this module, which
is very commendable. Also,
apart from the plethora of
resources available for learning,
the vision of Enterprise DNA is
massive, and I advise anyone
looking to boost or change
their career trajectory to take
advantage of this fantastic
platform."
— Tobi Hassan
"Enterprise DNA is the best
online resource for Power BI
related information and I would
recommend anyone at any
level of understanding on the
Power BI whether Beginner,
Intermediate or Expert."
— John Mutura Waithira
"Enterprise DNA has helped me
learn the ropes of Power BI and
will help me in my entire future
career to become a more
happy and successful person.
Thanks to this wonderful
educational program and now I
get to escape and step forward
in life overall. My gratitude is
immense."
— Ben

— Leah Damiles
"Just from taking a part of this
first course, I've learnt a lot and
I was able to use the skills for
an internship online test which
came out really good. At the
interview, I was told my
visualization was good. Thanks
to Enterprise DNA. Looking
forward to taking more courses
and honing my Power BI skills."
— Maria-Goretti Chijioke
"A good course delivered at the
right time. I would like to thank
Sam & Enterprise DNA online
team for sharing such a
beautiful gift with us. This is
just the beginning of create
things to happen in Power B
— Phoka
"The Enterprise DNA course
was fantastic. I did it as a clickalong and followed it to the
letter, and astonished myself
that I could create a functional,
data rich report in such a short
time."
— Sarah Netherclift
"It was really amazing learning
on this great platform, it is just
like a stepping stone, because I
am not diminishing the
learning here, as I am ready to
explore more with the
Enterprise DNA platform.
Thanks for creating this
learning platform."
— Yusuf Latifat Oluwatosin

"I took the 'Ultimate Beginners
Guide to Power BI' and it does
exactly what the title promises
to do. It is a great and focused
training which gives a very
good overview on the ins, outs
and potential of Power BI."
— Eddy
"I liked it, it was my first time to
do an online course, the
presenter was engaging and
the fact that the course has
been broken down into
different sections and the time
taken for each presentation
was no long, this makes one to
want to listen."
— Kabanyane Tladi
"Sam identifies core DAX
concepts and explains the
fundamentals clearly and
succinctly. The examples he
presents demonstrate the
theory well. I have much more
appreciation and knowledge
now to approach DAX from a
filters perspective. Thanks Sam,
I learnt so much in this course. I
am looking forward to delving
deeper into DAX with more of
your courses, as part of my
subscription."
— Helen
"Enterprise DNA is very rich in
content, starting from the very
basic to advance stage and if
well implemented by the
learner, could be used to solve
complex industrial problems
and proffer solutions to
businesses. I enjoyed every bit
of it."
— Chidiogor Nwafor
"For me, it's one of the best
online experience. So much
content and a bit complex but
its sure made easier for any one
consumption. It sure need time
to concentrate and grasp but
its all worth the time and
energy there! Great!"
— Moeketsi Ranthake
"My experience was very
educational and will help me in
my future career, it is a
wonderful profession I am
excited to get into and keep
learning more about."
— Lebohang L. Rantseli

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand

"Enterprise DNA is a wonderful
platform for learning Power BI
and its features. The best part is
that they provide basic
certifications totally free so
people from third world can
utilize this amazing opportunity
and also the students who are
looking to begin their career in
Power BI can easily show their
certification along with
learning."
— Shomail Ali Ajeeb
"I'm very comfortable with
Excel and have never found a
reason to transition to Power BI
until I discovered this course.
Sam's introduction is very
thorough and leaves even a
beginner with practical skills
that are guaranteed to improve
reporting and data
visualization. I'm happy I took
this course!"
— Stephen Moerane
"Very well structured and
complete information. Amazing
technical skills in presenting it
and overall very positive
learning experience. All
important knowledge in one
place, no need to look for other
sources. Very and very happy
that I came across courses from
Enterprise DNA. Also, amazing
value for a free course, never
expected to have this level of
quality and value for a free
source. After this experience I
will never doubt if I want to
move on with other paid
courses, because the offered
value and quality have proven
that it's definitely worth it.
Thank you so much Sam and
the Enterprise DNA Team, it has
been a pleasure to learn Power
BI with you!"
— Olga Gagauz
"I am very grateful to be
introduces to Enterprise DNA, I
have improved my Power BI skills
and more understanding of data
analytics. Great tutorials and
thanks sharing the knowledge
with us."
— Mamoswati Bernadette Polisa
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"I had zero knowledge of Power
BI. I just returned to work from
my parental leave, and I was
assigned onto Power BI project
in my company. I took the
online course from Enterprise
DNA and watched some
YouTube videos on DAX
formulas, etc. Within 2.5 weeks,
I built some dashboards and
presented to the management
team. They were impressed and
love how agile and powerful
Power BI is! Thanks Enterprise
DNA for the courses and the
templates available in the ondemand portal. They are really
useful!"
— Lany Noviyani
"Has shared a lot of insight on
the analysis of data in real time,
how to access report and above
all reports are updated
automatically, quite a useful
tool within the organization
and employees are always up
and can easily access reports in
one location."
— Mamello Lemphane
"I had utilized YouTube videos
from multiple providers before I
came on one of the Enterprise
DNA videos. I have been
utilizing Enterprise DNA ever
since. The coarse is an
investment though, not the
cost as one insight you learn is
worth the price. The
investment is in taking the time
to go through the videos. If you
do take the time I guarantee it
will be worth it."
— Michael Connolly
"After completing the
Beginners Guide to Power BI
and DAX, I feel as though I am
more proficient at Power BI
than Excel. I found that the
course tells you what you need
to know, to help you build a
really strong foundation early
on in your Power BI journey."

"The course opened my eyes to
see that there is another
platform where data can be
transferred to and be
presented in the well organized
way for the end user to make
an informed decision."
— Molete Stephen Ramatla
"The Ultimate Beginners Guide
to Power BI is the best way to
learn Power BI available,
anywhere. This course teaches
everything needed to start
effectively using Power BI how to query and transform
data, how to build a data
model, how (and why) to use
DAX calculations, and how to
design visually engaging and
informative dashboards. I
cannot over emphasize the
incredible quality of the
information and the excellence
of its presentation. I strongly
recommend anyone interested
in learning Power BI to take
this course immediately."
— Joel S
"I believe Enterprise DNA is the
best source of learning about
all stuffs related to Power BI,
that includes DAX, power
query, visualization and
analysis. I would recommend
every aspirant who is looking
forward to learn Power BI,
Enterprise DNA is your first step
that can help you get through
with all the basic concepts all
the way to the mastering every
single aspect of BI."
— Junaid Rauf
"I've completed a lot of online
training in the past, but this is
by far the superior delivery of
training. Provides detailed
insights and simple
mechanisms to build upon. I
can absolutely recommend this
for anyone wishing to get
started with DAX in Power BI."
— Coenraad Mulder

"This is an amazing course, the
instructions are clear and easy
to follow along. I am looking
forward for the next courses.
Thanks Sam for sharing your
knowledge!"
— Norma Munoz
"My experience was very
educational and will help me in
my future career, it is a
wonderful profession I am
excited to get into and keep
learning more about."
— Lebohang L. Rantseli
"I have taken just one course till
now and my experience has
been great. I really like the
interface of the portal. Also, it's
really quick to load! The videos
are all high quality and I once
again, the fact that the portal is
extremely quick and responsive
makes a lot of difference in UX
and I love it!"
— Hassaan
"What I can share about my
Enterprise DNA online
experience is obviously what
fascinated me most in the
course. The ability to merge
data from different sources
especially from the internet
was just an amazing
experience to me, which I
would definitely share. I was
also inspired by the ability to
publish the reports and
dashboards online. This also is
worth sharing."
— Teko
"Enterprise DNA On-Demand
platform experience actually
gave me the opportunity to
build on my initial knowledge
of Power BI. I have learnt new
things which I have applied on
my job and career. Looking
forward to explore more of the
resources. Thank you."
— Oluwatosin Oyinlade

— Nicholas

— Ben
"The workshops and course
that I have attended online
with Enterprise DNA have been
high quality learning sessions. I
find that I am learning good
Power BI habits right from the
start. I particularly benefit from
hearing Sam voice his thinking
process as he builds a report
from start to finish."
— Helen
"Enterprise DNA has some of
the best Power BI courses
available. I also appreciate the
resources available to members
as well. I have found that when
I am stuck on a DAX measure
or visual idea, I know that I can
come back to Enterprise DNA
members section and find the
course with the specific
knowledge topic to solve my
problem. Just an awesome
resource! Thank you!"
— Teresa Buchanan
"I'm an intermediate/advanced
level Power BI user, but need
some refresher training and
trying to take my skills to the
expert level. The website,
courses, and all of the content
has been massively beneficial."
— Daniel New
"For the first time ever in my
experiential journey in the Data
World, I feel so fulfilled,
important, relevant and
productive. Mr. Sam and the
entire team, I am glad to
continue with Enterprise DNA."
— Walter Igho Ikewun

Learn More About Our Impact

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand

"The experience was very
educational and will help me in
my future career, enabling me
to escape the mundane life of
the ghetto and help me take of
myself and the ones I love and
care about. This is a wonderful
profession I'm excited to get
into and keep learning more
about."
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FAQS
Can you create an invoice for my company?
You will receive a receipt after purchase but if you need anything more then please
make contact directly via - info@enterprisedna.co and this can be arranged.
If I upgrade to On-Demand via the payment plan can I cancel this at any time?
There is an initial 1 year commitment where you are unable to cancel your
subscription. After your first year, you can cancel your subscription at any time.
(This is due to the significant volume of showcase downloads made available
immediately after you upgrade to On-Demand.)
What currency is the price in?
All pricing is in USD for everything at Enterprise DNA On-Demand.
Do you offer one-off support or coaching?
If you require personalized support or advice please check out Enterprise DNA Center of
Excellence. All other support can be acquired through Enterprise DNA Support Forum.
Can I buy one subscription and share it with other people?
No, it is strictly one subscription per person. This is monitored quite closely at
Enterprise DNA.
How long do I have access to On-Demand?
You have access to on-demand as long as you have a subscription. If you choose
the monthly subscription, you have an initial 1 year commitment.

CONCLUSIONS
With an Enterprise DNA On-Demand subscription you have the opportunity to become
one of the most valuable Power BI users around the world.
With access to our comprehensive education platform you not only will become a
super user of Power BI, but a better analytical thinker who can produce valuable
insights that will make a significant difference to your teams and organisation.
We look forward to welcoming you into the Enterprise DNA community in the near future.

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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SHOWCASE INDEX
Reporting applications for a variety of business functions, industries and scenarios.

Latest Showcases

Industries

Functions

Scenarios

Latest showcases from Enterprise DNA
Compelling reports and dashboards developed in Power BI.

Call Centre Comprehensive
Data Report
A comprehensive data story with strong
analysis built around the performance
of call centre managers and staff during
shift period

OEE Manufacturing Report
A well-presented analysis that makes
excellent use of the decomposition tree
and KPI tooltips.

USE LIVE DEMOS ON THE
WEBSITE

Use Live Demos On The Website

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand

Call Centre Data In-depth Report

Call Centre Executive
Summary Report

An innovative report that provides an
in-depth analysis of the data and
patterns in the metrics

A well-designed report using Flaticon
iconography for UI design and various
custom visualization techniques like
popout report filter panel, PureViz
animation and linking bookmark
navigator to scatter chart.

OEE Data Report

Equipment Effectiveness Report

A beautiful and comprehensive report
of important OEE metrics designed
using the Numerro toolkit

A well-organized OEE eport that uses
creative visualization techniques to
depict the manufacturing process
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Environmental Insights Dashboard

Environmental Indicators Report

A well-organized dashboard that uses
easy navigation features, landing pages
and side icons to show the effects of
environmental issues to human health
in the past 16 years in summary
statistics

A well-organized dashboard that uses
easy navigation features, landing pages
and side icons to show the effects of
environmental issues to human health
in the past 16 years in summary
statistics

Environmental Data Report

Environmental Statistics Report

An intuitive report designed with a very
user-friendly dashboard that allows
visualization of all indicators
using filters

A user-friendly showcase with a clean
design using filter options, illustrating
data in summary statistics

Environmental Report
A comprehensive illustration of a health
problem caused by environmental
factors, delivered in a well-designed
data story using the Icon Map and
Mapbox custom visuals, innovative
navigational elements

Environmental Insights
A report with great visuals, filter
options and features a variety
of graphs for analysis

Earnings Planner Dashboard

Earnings Maximizer Showcase

Earnings Optimizer Report

A compelling dashboard illustrating
earning drivers for strategic planning,
employing an innovative calendar
display with conditional formatting and
dynamic scenario analyses

A compact one-page report that
leverages custom visuals, recently
added UI features, and highly-detailed
tool tips to provide extensive analysis of
earnings and utilization

Innovative and visually striking
report, the centerpiece of which is an
exceptionally detailed "what-if"
analysis that examines yearly earnings
across a variety of dimensions.

Timesheet Utilization Reporting
A detailed utilization analysis,
highlighted by an excellent navigation
experience and beautifully constructed
multi-component KPI cards

USE LIVE DEMOS ON THE WEBSITE
Use Live Demos On The Website

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand

Formula 1 In-Depth Insights
Super dynamic report loaded with
cohesively designed visuals using
bookmarks, tooltips, object groupings
and backgrounds, creating a superb
navigation experience

Formula 1 Dashboard
A compelling visualization created
around Formula 1 data, showing
comparisons and historical data
through well-designed visuals using
bookmarks, tooltips, grids and charts
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Formula 1 Performance Analysis
Meticulously designed and planned
analysis of the performance of the
Formula 1 drivers and constructors,
built in a one-page report using
tooltips and Text Filter visuals

Emergency Services Analysis

Emergency Response Analytics

A uniquely designed dashboard
showcasing key insights using
Charticulator and dynamic Heat Map
for visuals

A well-thought report that features the
main KPIs and specific data for each
protocol of the Emergency Response
Service, utilizing selected interactions,
minimal visual elements and visible
page filter.

Health Services Dashboard

Emergency Services Insights

Emergency Services Analytics

Simple yet seamless display of
relevant data utilizing best practices in
Power BI, formatted with JSON
theme files

A compelling one-page report
effectively illustrating critical insights
on the performance of emergency
services of different hospitals utilizing
detailed tools and skillful techniques

A polished and clean presentation
that makes masterful use of varied
tooltips to provide extensive analytical
insights pertaining to emergency
services, within a compact report.

Health Services Analytics

Emergency Response Dashboard

Model Documentation Dashboard

A well-designed health services
analysis that effectively addresses the
data from four different perspectives
using timelines, drill-through and
hovering techniques.

A striking report design, built with an
intuitive navigation experience and a
range of creative visuals to facilitate
interactive data exploration.

Minimalist design model
documentation report that uses
combo stacked chart and displays
DAX expressions with description

Report Documentation Showcase

Data Documentation Dashboard

Logistics Dashboard

A well-crafted and interactive visual
depiction of report documentation,
centered on key performance metrics.

Dynamic visual overview of the
data documentation collected
through advanced scripting.

An eye-catching logistics dashboard
that presents relevant data using
Flow Map and drill-through techniques

USE LIVE DEMOS ON THE WEBSITE
Use Live Demos On The Website

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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Transport & Shipping Dashboard

Transport and Shipping Report

Purchases Summary

App-inspired logistics report
revolving around profitability,
covering filters, trend and details of
revenue, cost and profit

Explore the dynamic overview of
shipment profit and loss from origin
to destination countries, in relation
to time of departure and arrival in a
two- year period

Experience a compelling view
of the purchase, sales and inventory
summary that utilizes embedded
hover over tooltip and chart
annotations technique

COVID 19 Global Report

Purchase, Sales, Inventory Trends

Pandemic Outbreak Report

Analyze the COVID 19 global report
that compares key metrics between
regional and global levels

A dynamic narrative summary
that utilizes Bookmarks and Selection
Pane to create a comprehensive data
story in a one-page report.

Identify the recent COVID 19 trends
and benchmark within countries
through highlighted scatter charts
and top-notch navigation experience

COVID 19 Global Dashboard
Explore COVID 19's impact by
demographics with a special focus
on its effects by race/ethnicity in
different facets of life, using
advanced machine learning techniques

COVID 19 Reporting
Analyze how countries dealt with
COVID-19 through visuals, narratives,
regression models, dynamic report
level tool-tips, navigations, and maps

Waste Management Profitability
Quickly determine profit, sales,
purchases, and haulage showing
different currency

Waste Management Overview

Currency Conversion

Supplier Risk Assessment

Analyze waste management
transactions in different currencies
using snowflake model

Showcase waste management with
clients around the globe using
progressive disclosure technique

Assess the performance of the
External Supplier and analyze its
impact on the business

USE LIVE DEMOS ON THE WEBSITE
Use Live Demos On The Website

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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Service Desk Issues

Supplier Insights

Service Desk Analysis

Determine which project is
generating the most number of issues
and how many are priority to get
resolved. Monitor their status and
focus on the 'To Do's' and 'In Progress'

Quickly determine the estimated
downtime cost of each supplier

Analyze peak periods of issues by days
and months. Allocate optimum staffing
on days/months where issues spike
to avoid backlogs

Procurement Insights

JIRA IT Service Desk

Inventory Analysis

Showcase how many days it takes for
a purchased item get to invoice
or receipt stage

Track how fast tickets are being
resolved and how many are beyond
expected resolution period. Determine
the projects without due dates
and update

Use many bookmarks to make a
single-page report look like a
multi-page report

Insurance Complaints

Sales Overview

Client Satisfaction

Track the open, in progress, and
new complaints reported by your
customers. Make sure they are
addressed to keep them satisfied

Use four-quadrant scatter chart to
provide enormous amount of
information in a single chart

Monitor what category is generating
the most complaints, how long
complaints are waiting to be resolved
and who's taking days to offer solution

Delivery Application

Optical Data

Delivery App Review

Select a warehouse and see all the
deliveries over a certain timeframe,
number of damaged products, returns,
and average delivery minutes per day

USE LIVE DEMOS ON THE WEBSITE
Use Live Demos On The Website

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand

Retain your clientele by monitoring
each of your clients' scheduled
appointments and suggesting new slot
for missed schedules

Choose the warehouse where to source
your products by identifying each
warehouse' location and distance from
where the store is located
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Customer Engagement

HR Interview Insight

Customer Insights

Understand the correlation between
sales and customer engagement
with your email marketing strategy

Quickly determine your employees
satisfaction rating, the types of
consultations they've gone through
and how these relate to their
performance

Compare Sales vs Engagement.
Determine how your marketing
strategy impacts your sales

HR Consultation Insights

Sales Performance

Insurance Portfolio Analysis

Evaluate how individual employees
react to each consultation and the
trends for each interviewer

Evaluate month over month sales
performance. Determine which state
or sales team performs best and the
channel that disposes product fast

Analyse who your active customers are.
Evaluate which product category sells
insurance fast and the distribution
channel that works best.

Stock Market Dashboard

Call Center Insights

Inventory Analysis

Dive into dynamic stock market data,
reviewing key pricing and trading
information

Review call center performance by
analysing key metrics such as
abandon rate, satisfaction score,
SLA, and average answer speed

Manage sales forecast versus
inventory, analyzing cash requirements
and stock replacement projections

Financial Reporting Application

Advertising Campaigns

Accounts Receivable Reconciliation

Comprehensive financial reporting
application. Includes P&L, Balance
Sheet, Cash Flow reports. Dynamic
visualizations around key
financial metrics

Gain insights into your marketing
initiatives by comparing campaign
performance over time

Review historic or future cash
forecasts. Select date and dynamically
calculate the expected account
receivable with various breakdown
possibilities

USE LIVE DEMOS ON THE WEBSITE
Use Live Demos On The Website

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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Regional Profit Insights

Product Sales Overview

Cohort Analysis

High level regional insights, includes
cross-selling analysis, scenario events,
cohort analysis encompassed within
an 'application like' development

Evaluating product profitability for
regional business, including cluster
analysis through time, logistics insights
& advanced ranking techniques

Advanced cohort insights for software
as a service organization. Understand
customer churn and also retention
dynamically across different regions

Project Management Insights
Dynamic gantt chart showcasing
project management timelines and
progress. Advanced example of matrix
conditional formatting in Power BI

Use Live Demos On The Website
USE LIVE DEMOS ON THE WEBSITE

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand
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Industries
Answers to data questions for every corner of the global economy

Territory Sales Breakdown
Showcase territory analysis of
companies sales. Drill into product
insights to evaluate future revenue
opportunities

Regional Summary
Segment regional data and break
down performance drivers.
Showcase dynamically attributes
driving historic results

Sales Scenario Analysis
Test outcomes of sales scenarios,
including changes in pricing and
demand of products. Review
overall performance

Country Overviews

Management Dashboard

Insurance Applications

Highlight performance divergence
across regional and country centers.
Slice information by key products and
sales groups to identify trends

Review key sales and financial metrics
in this executive dashboarding
example. Dynamically drill into key
dimensions for additional insights

Evaluate performance of insurance
applications and sales process. How
effective is the organisation at receiving
and then executing on new business
opportunities

Banking Clients & Risk Analysis
Total review of all banking credit risks,
for management reporting &
relationship banking dashboards.

FX Risk Management
Keep track of all trading in financial
market products, including forward
exchange contracts and currency
options

USE LIVE DEMOS ON THE WEBSITE
Use Live Demos On The Website

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand

Retail Store Demand

Consumer Goods

Manage all key metrics around a retail
store environment. Understand where
your most profitable stores are, and
which sales reps are the top performers.

Sales analysis for FMCG business
selling throughout the US. Drill into
sales performance of each region or
state.

Transportation Bookings

Retail Sites Performance

Scenario and data simulated for a
transportation company that receives
bookings from a variety of clients and
through a number of different channels

Dynamically review key revenue and
profitability information over pre-set
time frames.
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Functions
Discover the possibilities throughout your organisation

Financial Reporting Templates
Create comprehensive and detailed
financial reporting tables inside Power
BI using custom templating technique

Advanced Budgeting
Compare actual results to budgets.
Distribute budgets across year
according to seasonality within data.
Complex analytical techniques

Quarterly Business Insights
Showcase valuable business insights
across fiscal quarters of all important
organizational metrics

Inventory Management
Deep dive into key performance
metrics for stock and inventory control.
Manage stock levels within warehouse
assets to current sales and future
predicted sales

Financial Reporting
Report on detailed Profit & Loss data
with Power BI. Compare results over
different time periods and versus
budgets

Employee Insights
Summary human capital insights for
large corporate business. Analyse
trends and breakdown of employee
make-up. Simple and effective
dashboarding techniques

Sales Budgeting

CRM Sales Data

Financial Analytics

Collect and manage organisation
wide customer sales budgets. Gain
insight into where your future revenue
will derive from.

Detailed analysis on customer
relationship management (CRM)
sales data.

Real time financial analytics for
asia-pacific focused corporate. See
key financial results including total;
sales, cost, profits and more.

Human Capital Analytics

Website Analytics

Global Finance Function
Finance function within global food
distribution organisation analysing key
metrics for entire financial year.

USE LIVE DEMOS ON THE WEBSITE
Use Live Demos On The Website

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand

Gain a full overview of all your
employee metrics and
movements in real time.

Analyze key attributes of website and
constantly review engagement of
visitors and subscribers.
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Scenarios
Automate insights for complex enterprise scenarios

Detecting Outliers

Executive Insights

Regional Performance

Detect outliers or anomalies
within your data. Showcase trends
and change over time for
this abnormal results

Dive into key performance metrics
that showcase results in a simple and
intuitive way. Review results via a
top-down approach

Compare performance across regional
sectors. Identifying near term trends
and filter information by numerous
attributes within datasets

Product Discounting Scenarios

Regional Performance

Understanding Your Customers

Run unlimited 'what if' scenarios for
product discounting strategies.
Measure effectiveness of discounting to
follow up demand. Track key overall
performance indicators

Client Insight
Learn everything you need to know
on your customer data. Understand
which sales are occurring in which sales
regions. Analyse trends over time, how
customer sales are tracking versus last
year and customer profitability.
Compare results versus individual
customers and within regions.

Use Live Demos On The Website

USE LIVE DEMOS ON THE WEBSITE

Discover Enterprise DNA On-Demand

Dynamic visualisation technique
to effectively showcase the regional
performance of store sales and
profitability

Time Intelligence
Review key metrics through time,
comparing current actuals to same
period last year. Analyse total;
sales, costs and profits. Identify trends
as they emerge, and develop
conversation about key profitability
drivers within a sales organisation.
Evaluate product performance regional
and per client.

Deep dive into customer revenue
and profitability information. Identify
where you are making sales and when
via which products or services.

Join the most advanced Power BI community anywhere
Access the best content, resources, on-going training and support available
globally for Power BI!

www.enterprisedna.co | info@enterprisedna.co

